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The following sample data is taken from baseball statistics from the years 1990 - 1999. To evaluate one of players against the others, highlight the desired row of data, then click the eValuate tab. The selected row of data will be broken down into individual columns, and ranked.
In this example, we can see the comparison of Mark Johnson to the rest of the players. His salary is within the 42 percentile. His wins and losses are a little higher than average.
eValuate

Simply click, drag and drop to see the other Measured fields from the Databook.
eValuate

Right click the gauge to see more detail.
eValuate - Trending

Click the trend button to view an analysis of the salary trend.

Click the Forecast Range to see a projection of the salary if Mark continues to win according the current trend.
eValuate - Histogram

Click the **Histogram** button to view the Distribution of “Wins” Data chart. This illustrates where Mark stands in relationship to the other players.